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Abstract: A finite capacity planning heuristic is developed for semiconductor manufacturing with highmix low-volume production, complex processes, variable cycle times and reentrant flows characteristics.
The proposed algorithm projects production lots trajectories (start and end dates) for the remaining
process steps, estimates the expected load for all machines and balances the workload against bottleneck
tools capacities. It takes into account lots’ priorities, cycle time variability and equipment saturation. This
algorithm helps plant management to define feasible target production plans. It is programmed in java,
and tested on real data instances from STMicroelectronics Crolles300 production plant which allowed its
assessment on the effectiveness and efficiency. The evaluation demonstrates that the proposed heuristic
outperforms current practices for capacity planning and opens new perspectives for the production line
management.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor manufacturing is a very complex process. It is
composed of six major types of production operations as:
oxidation and thermal treatment, film deposition,
planarization,
photolithography,
etching
and
ion
implantation. Figure 1 presents at simplified view the wafer
fabrication process.

typically, 8 to 10 weeks to process a wafer with 300+
operations and 800+ elementary process steps (including
metrology and cleaning steps) depending on the production
technology
(Shahzad
et
al.,
2012).
In semiconductor industry, each manufacturing process,
named as process route, is divided into several operations
where each operation comprises of multiple elementary steps
with respective recipes. Different production equipment may
be qualified for the same recipe and multiple recipes can be
qualified on the same equipment. Identical equipment are
also grouped into station-families that offer flexibility in
production capacity requirements.
Therefore, production planning for semiconductor industry is
very complex, especially in wafer processing phase (Chien et
al., 2011). In this context, new methods and tools, leveraging
Operational Research techniques and modern computation
power have recently gained increasing attention. These tools
are developed generally to minimize production costs (Catay
et al., 2003), minimize total weighted lots tardiness (Habla et
al., 2007), maximize profit (Ponsignon and Mönch, 2012) or
maximize throughput (Chung and Jang, 2009) taking into
account capacity constraints.

Fig. 1. Wafer fabrication Process. (Mönch et al., 2013)
The general purpose semiconductor manufacturers such as
STMicroelectronics follows “make-to-order” business model,
due to short product life cycles. The demand in this industry
is characterized by diversity, both in terms of volume and
production technologies. Besides this, reentrant production
flows often result in huge cycle time variability. It requires,

In most of proposed models, diversity in lots priorities and
cycle time variability are not considered. These methods do
not take into account due dates attached to the lots and also
consider either fixed or average cycle time. However, in
actual production lines, on-time delivery is highly important
for customer satisfaction along with technology leadership, to
gain market shares: the production plan has to integrate this
aspect. Besides, as actual cycle time is widely spread and

skewed due to large variability in process steps, there is a
significant difference between results obtained with averaged
values and variable ones used in this paper.
In this paper, we focus on the production planning problem in
wafer production lines and introduce a planning methodology
that explicitly considers cycle time variability, lots priority
and production capacity. The objectives are to minimize
customer orders lateness and to optimize equipment
utilization rate (to reduce cycle time variability). In this
context, we propose a heuristic for capacity planning that
pushes current Work In Progress (WIP) taking into account
individual lots due dates, estimates expected equipment loads
and balances workload and capacity of bottleneck equipment.
Data used for model construction, performance evaluation
and results validation is collected from STMicroelectronics
Crolles300 wafer production line.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents
a brief review on existing literature. Section 3 describes the
proposed finite capacity planning algorithm followed by tests
results in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions and
future perspectives.
2. LITTERATURE REVIEW
In both academia and industry, there are numerous methods
and tools used for capacity planning in the semiconductor
manufacturing.
Besides traditional techniques like Manufacturing Resource
Planning (MRP), Just In Time (JIT), Theory Of Constraints
(TOC) and commonly used methods as spread sheets, linear
programming and discrete-event simulation (Mönch et al.,
2013), many researchers use heuristics or meta heuristics to
resolve the problem of capacity planning. This is because of
the complexity of the industrial context, higher-dimensional
decision variables and higher required computational times.
Chen et al. (2005) developed a Capacity Planning System
(CPS) that determines lot’s release time, fab starts plan, and
the capability of the equipment for multiple semiconductor
manufacturing fabs, considering a pull philosophy and an
infinite equipment capacity. The effectiveness and efficiency
of these systems are analysed using three performance
indicators such as standard deviation in equipment utilization,
number of oversaturated equipment and total extra capacity
requirement exceeding equipment capacity limits. Milne et al.
(2012) proposed an algorithm that blends linear programming
with MRP heuristics for the IBM semiconductor fabrication
facility in order to satisfy all demands on time. This
algorithm generates a manufacturing release plan and work-in
process priorities.
Besides the importance of these studies, they have major
limitations as compared to our approach. They don’t consider
the finite capacity constraints. Furthermore, they use an
estimated order’s mean step waiting time and mean step cycle
time as inputs to the proposed systems.
On the other hand, approximate methods have also been
widely used to develop finite capacity planning systems for
the semiconductor industry.

Rupp and Ristic (2000) presented a distributed finite capacity
planning system using an iterative procedure based on the
simulated annealing heuristic search algorithm to minimize
the total production time of the set of orders. Horiguchi et al.
(2001) proposed a simple finite capacity planning algorithm
based on forward scheduling for WIP and backward
scheduling for new orders. The objective of this algorithm is
to calculate a release date for each order at each bottleneck
position and to estimate its end date. In their study, authors
have only considered the photolithography area at finite
capacity and they don’t take into account orders’ due dates as
well. Their approach is very similar to the capacitated MRP
(MRP-C) algorithm of Tardif and Spearman (1997). Habla et
al. (2007) suggested a production planning approach that
takes into account finite capacity constraints with specific
focus on bottleneck steps. They have formulated the problem
into a mixed integer program (MIP) to determine completion
time targets for bottleneck steps of lots. Lagrange relaxation
and decomposition techniques are applied to solve the MIP
approximately in a reasonable computational time. Chen et
al. (2008) developed Finite Capacity Requirements Planning
System (FCRPS) to balance the loading on various machines
with same qualification and minimize mean absolute lateness
of customer orders. This system, developed for multiple
wafer fabs, considers orders due dates as well as equipment
capacity, qualification and yield. It determines the order
release time, start date, and equipment capability for each
order. In this study, the step cycle time is estimated from the
simulation of an AutoSched model.
In this paper, a heuristic algorithm is proposed for capacity
planning that considers lots priorities, cycle time variability
and capacity constraints.
3. FINITE CAPACITY PLANNING ALGORITHM
The goal of finite capacity planning algorithm is to calculate
a planned start date for each individual lot in the WIP for all
of its visits to a process step, and to estimate when it will be
completed taking into account the lot’s due date and stations
families (i.e. groups of similar equipment) saturation. This
algorithm consists of three main modules as–WIP projection
module, workload accumulation and capacity analysis
module and workload and capacity balancing module. As
inputs, the developed system requires the horizon planning
duration divided into weekly time buckets, lots due dates, the
status of the WIP at the beginning of each projection period
and the considered cycle time model. The following sections
present each module in detail. The algorithm is executed by
iterating it on time buckets of the planning horizon. Figure 2
depicts the flow of the developed system.

for bottleneck steps to take into account the saturation of the
toolset.
Then, from its current position in its route, a coefficient
named Xfactorlot is computed for each lot. The Xfactorlot
corresponds to the ratio between the remaining time to reach
the ship date and the remaining objective cycle time of the
remaining steps. The ship date is equal to the maximum
between the due date as defined by the customer and the
minimum feasible ship date that is equal to the sum of WIP
extraction date and process times of the remaining steps.
Afterwards, the steps are projected according to the cycle
time that is equal to CTobjstep  Xfactorlot.

t=T

Finally, we compute the number of tracks per period (TrackIn
for wafers entering a step, TrackOut for those completing it)
and quantity of WIP at the beginning and end of each period.
To further explain the concept of WIP projection, a simple
instance is tested with input data inspired from the real data
provided by STMicroelectronics Crolles 300 production line.
The considered WIP is composed of 10 lots with different
due dates. The Table 1 presents, for each lot, the number of
remaining steps, remaining time to meet due date from WIP
extraction date, remaining objective cycle time and Xfactor.

Fig. 2. Finite Capacity Planning Algorithm Flow.
3.1 WIP Projection Module

Table 1. WIP data

In a previous study (Mhiri et al., 2014), this module is
explained in detail. WIP projection consists of translating the
WIP inventory for each forward lot along its route from its
current position during the considered period. Each lot has its
own cycle-time model that computes process times for the
individual steps based on necessary and sufficient speed for
the remaining steps to achieve lots due dates and shared finetuned reference cycle time curves. The objective of this
module is to estimate the periodic activity and future loading
at station-families.
This module takes current WIP at lot level, lots due dates and
a target cycle time model per step (CTobjstep) based on a
semi-empirical formula as inputs. This formula multiplies the
theoretical cycle time of the step (CTTHstep) that corresponds
to the processing time, by a coefficient named Xfactorstep.
Xfactorstep depends on the theoretical cycle time of the step
(CTTHstep), theoretical cycle time of route (CTTHroute) that
corresponds to the sum of remaining steps process times, and
objective cycle time of each route (CTobjroute) that takes into
account queuing times (based on historical data), as presented
below:

CTobj step  CTTH step  Xfactorstep

Lot

Number
of
remaining
steps

Remaining
time to due
date in days

Remaining
objective
cycle time
in days

Xfactor

Lot 1

6

9,42

4,35

2,16

Lot 2

4

0,42

3,71

0,206

Lot 3

2

2,42

2,29

1,06

Lot 4

8

0,42

6,79

0,249

Lot 5

6

2,42

3,71

0,404

Lot 6

4

9,42

6,83

2,542

Lot 7

8

2,42

3,875

0,354

Lot 8

4

0,42

4,33

0,206

Lot 9

4

2,42

3,71

0,652

Lot
10

6

2,42

4,33

0,558

lot

(1)

CTobj route
 1)
CTTH
route
 1 (2)
Xfactorstep 
 CTTH route  CTTH step
CTTH route  (

This formula gives a rough estimation of queuing time at
each step. The principle of projection consists of computing
the objective cycle time for each step of each route, according
to the above formula. A penalty is also added to Xfactorstep

Figure 3 illustrates projection results of the 10 lots during the
first period of the planning horizon. It shows the start and end
dates for each remaining step in the WIP, queue time and
processing time for each step during considered period. There
are some steps which start in the first period and finish in the
subsequent periods of the planning horizon. Figure 3
demonstrates that the projection engine allows the extension
of steps queuing times, when we are far from the due date
and it shrinks steps cycle times in the case of reduced margin

between WIP extraction date and due dates. Lot2, lot4 and lot
8 are not delivered on time. Their shipping date is equal to
the sum of WIP extraction date and remaining process times.

EUR 

CumulConsoTimeWafer
(4)
stnfam_availTimePerP eriod  BatchLoad  EUR_MAX

Afterwards, the system uses a linear program to optimize
workload balancing of stations families, belonging to the
same balancing group.
So, the output of this system is the Equipment Utilization
Rate (EUR) at each station family over a period t.
For the example cited above, we consider that the remaining
steps of the 10 lots (Stepi.j, step j of ith lot, i= {1...10}, j=
{1...8}) are processed in 6 station families {Sf1, Sf2, Sf3, Sf4,
Sf5, Sf6}. Figure 4 illustrates the saturation at each station
family (EUR/EUR_MAX) during the first period of the
planning horizon.
Station family
Saturation

Fig. 3. WIP projection results for the first period of the
planning horizon.

Step processing time
Station family
oversaturated

3.2 Workload Accumulation and Capacity Analysis Module
After WIP projection, the equipment loading, over each
period t, is computed with an existing tool, named CAPACE
at STMicroelectronics, based on the assumption of infinite
station-family capacities.
The inputs for the engine are:
 The number of TrackIn over period t,
 The model for station-families, i.e. the number of tools in
station family, maximum tolerable loading (EUR_MAX),
availability by period (stnfam_availTimePerPeriod) and
batch load (BatchLoad) which is the percentage of time to
load a batch composed of several lots,
 The recipe model which corresponds to the qualified
station-families for each recipe with its matching
processing time.
To optimize the computation time, station-families are
distributed in balancing groups. This approach enables to
decompose the problem into small sub-problems. A
balancing group is a set of station-families that have same
qualifications and shares same recipes. Then, the workload of
each station family is computed in two steps as under:

Fig. 4. Workload accumulation results for the first period of
the planning horizon.

Step1: Compute the total time consumed to process a wafer
(CumulConsoTimeWafer) as sum of the product of number of
Track In at each recipe (TrackInrecipe) that is processed at the
station family by its consumed time to process a wafer
(ConsoTimeWaferrecipe,stnfam):

The algorithm for workload/capacity balancing module is as
follows:

TrackInrecipe 
(3)
CumulConsoTimeWafer  
recipe ConsoTimeW aferrecipe, stnfam
Step2: Compute Equipment Utilization Rate (EUR) of each
station family. It is equal to the ratio of total time consumed
to process a wafer (CumulConsoTimeWafer) by availability
percentage per period (stnfam_availTimePer Period), batch
load (BatchLoad) and capacity (EUR_MAX).

Figure 4 shows that the station family Sf6 is oversaturated. Its
workload exceeds its load threshold (EUR_MAX).
3.3 Workload/Capacity Balancing Module
As a result of workload accumulation module, we may find
that the workload of some stations families exceeds maximal
capacity. In this case, the station family is unable to process
all its affected steps during a considered period so the
balancing module is needed. The goal of this module is to
postpone supplementary lots in order to bring back workload
of oversaturated station-families to their maximal saturation.

1. Sort oversaturated station families in descending order of
workload.
2. Select lots executed on the most loaded station family
having EUR (t) >EUR_MAX.
3. Sort selected lots in descending order of XFactorlot (lot
due date-current date > Remaining objective cycle time of
remaining steps) during the period.
4. For the first selected lot in the sorted list, beginning with
the step executed in considered oversaturated station family,

shift latest projected steps from the end of the period to the
beginning of the next period.

Process Time
Queue Time

5. For each shifted step, the processing time is removed from
the process time of each station-families of the set of its
qualified processing station families while considering the
percentage of TrackIn in each one. Indeed, the removed
process time is equal to the product of the time consumed of
the shifted recipe by the number of wafers of the shifted lot
(WIP_Quantity) and the percentage of TrackIn of the shifted
recipe for the considered station family (TrackInrecipe,stnfam)
compared to its total number of track in (TotalTrackInrecipe).

Large Margin to due date

0,42

9,42

2,42

Period

Removed Process Time = ConsoTimeW aferrecipe, stnfam 
WIP _ Quantity 

TrackInrecipe,stnfam
TotalTrackInrecipe

(5)

6. Remove the treated oversaturated station family from the
initial list of the oversaturated station families.
7. Repeat step1 for the refreshed list of station-families.
8. Repeat steps 2, 3,4,5,6 and 7 for all lots and all stations
families until the workload/capacity balance is achieved for
all stations family over the period t.
Hence, this module modifies steps projection over period t
and the WIP for the beginning of the next period t+1.
For instance, to balance the capacity and the workload of the
station family Sf6 in the considered example, the Balancing
Module selects lots 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 executed on
this resource (Figure 4). These lots are classified in
descending order of Xfactorlot as the following: lot6, lot1,
lot9, lot10, lot5, lot7, lot4, lot8 then lot 2. So, we begin by
shifting step 6.1 of lot 6 (composed of 25 wafers) to the next
period of the planning horizon. The loading of Sf6 decreases
(0,704-0,12=0,584<0,62). Therefore, saturation of Sf6
becomes less than its maximum capacity.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The finite capacity planning algorithm was implemented with
JAVA programming language. The experiments were run
with an Intel Core i5, 2.7GHz, 4.0 GB RAM.
In the previous section, we test a simple instance during the
first period of the planning horizon to explain the principle of
each module of the proposed finite capacity planning
algorithm. This instance is tested throughout a planning
horizon divided into five daily time buckets. The execution
time of this instance is about 2 seconds. The final schedule
for this instance during the planning horizon is illustrated in
figure 5. This figure shows an extension of the queue time for
lot1 and lot 6 having a large margin to reach their due dates.
In addition to step 6.1 which is shifted to period 2 as it is
explained above, step 9.2 of lot 2 is shifted to the third period
because of the oversaturation of station family Sf5 processing
this step in period 2 and because lot 9 has the most important
Xfactor in this period.

Fig.5. An example of a schedule established by the finite
capacity planning system.
The results indicate that there are only 3 lots (lot2, lot4 and
lot8) that aren’t delivered on time with a delay of 16 hours,
24 hours and 9 hours, respectively. Besides, in the final
production planning, there is no station family that its
saturation exceeds its maximum capacity.
To evaluate the ability of the proposed approach to tackle the
real world problems, a real instance designed with a realistic
size and complexity is tested. The real instance provided by
STMicroelectronics corresponds to a WIP composed of
several thousand lots with 200 to 300 remaining steps for
each one. These steps are processed with several hundred
station-families. As planning horizon, we consider one month
divided into 4 time buckets (weeks). The execution time of
this instance is less than 5 minutes. In the production
schedule established by the developed system, 99% of
projected lots are delivered on time. Furthermore, there is no
station family where saturation exceeds its maximum
capacity and maximum saturation per period is about 83%.
The obtained results show that the implementation of the
finite capacity planning system in real Fabs seems very
interesting to minimize lots lateness and optimize equipment
utilization rate.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we proposed a decision support tool for finite
capacity planning in semiconductor wafer production lines.
Compared to the related literature presented in Section 2, the
proposed approach takes into account capacity constraints,
lots priorities and cycle time variability. It generates the start
and end dates for each lot’s step as well as the estimated
balanced loading by time bucket for each station family.
The results of some preliminary computational experiments
show that the number of delayed lots could be minimized and
the average equipment utilization rate could be optimized
significantly by using the developed system. Besides, the test
of this system for a real instance is achieved in less than 5
minutes of computation time which seems to be sufficient for
planning problems with a horizon of weeks up to months in
real time situations.

There are several directions for future research. First, more
computational experiments are necessary. Second, to enhance
the accuracy of the developed system, it seems interesting to
add a cycle time estimation module in the end of the
algorithm. This module, based on the queuing theory
(Leachman, 2012), computes an estimated cycle time that
takes into account the process mix and saturation of the
station-families. Third, it has to be investigated if the
computation times can be further reduced by the use of the
parallel programming. Fourth, to evaluate the performance of
this system, it seems interesting to compare the test results of
real instances using the developed system with those obtained
with the existent capacity planning tool being used by
STMicroelectronics.
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